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S T D Q R H O Z D M S Y Q X P X Z C E I
F H U M J O C D O N A M L L U P L G T M
E E T J A A W N D Z L E B A B A E U A V
V T Q I R R T L V A Q K X N R F V H G K
L O D R F G T S I E D Q S K U D E C E Q
W N O P O F G I V N I E T S J D S T L A
C L I M M N I E N Y G Q X E X I N O P X
L Z E S I N Y R E P K K J F B O P Z
S R Y N O B T B G K O M I A O I A R A N
Y Q N T W Y J G D L T Q L L R S L R G C
X E Y W N T S A M I R I L B X B L U A F
J L E L E R H Q X P L E R B K B K C Y
B Y S Z H L B C Q B P C E A U C V O L S
N X I O U X G F S H T Z N N N L U T F N
J W Q A X G S Q S F C B E O J P R J T Y
T P F N J X F D P M H N W I L S O N T R
G B S Z O O N A M Z T I E L G N D U E V
X V X H G O S C I N N Y U R P Q D K J Z
F E L Q A Y O C Q K Y V G L F H A T W P
F B W D K N T W A I N A H Y V B B Q Y V

APPLEGATE
BAKER
BALL
BLAKE
BLYTON
CARROLL
CLARK
DADDO
DAHL
FRENCH
GLEITZMAN
GOSCINNY
GRIFFITHS

JENNINGS
KILLEEN
MARTIN
MONTGOMERY
NIX
PILKEY
PULLMAN
RODDA
ROWLING
SHAN
STEIN
TWAIN
WILSON
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